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ABSTRACT
This study focuses on error detection in Automatic Speech

Recognition (ASR) output. We propose to build a confidence
classifier based on a neural network architecture, which is in
charge to attribute a label (error or correct) for each word
within an ASR hypothesis. This classifier uses word embed-
dings as inputs, in addition to ASR confidence-based, lexical
and syntactic features. We propose to evaluate the impact of
three different kinds of word embeddings on this error de-
tection approach, and we present a solution to combine these
three different types of word embeddings in order to take ad-
vantage of their complementarity.

In our experiments, different approaches are evaluated on
the automatic transcriptions generated by two different ASR
systems applied on the ETAPE corpus (French broadcast
news). Experimental results show that the proposed neural
architectures achieve a CER reduction comprised between
4% and 5.8% in error detection, depending on test dataset, in
comparison with a state-of-the-art CRF approach.

Index Terms— Automatic speech recognition, confi-
dence measures, neuronal networks, word embeddings.

1. INTRODUCTION

The advancement in the speech processing field and the avail-
ability of powerful computing devices have led to better per-
formance in the speech recognition domain. However, recog-
nition errors are still unavoidable, whatever the quality of the
ASR systems. This reflects their sensitivity to the variabil-
ity: the acoustic environment, speaker, language styles and
the theme of the speech. These errors can have a considerable
impact on the application of certain automatic processes such
as information retrieval, speech to speech translation, etc.

Error detection can help to improve the exploitation of
ASR outputs by downstream applications, but is a difficult
task given the fact that there are several types of errors, which
can range from the simple substitution of a word with a ho-
mophone to the insertion of an irrelevant word for the overall
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understanding of the sequence of words. They can also af-
fect neighboring words and create a whole area of erroneous
words.

In this paper, we tackle the problem of ASR error detec-
tion. Firstly we investigate the use of word embeddings as in-
put features of the error detection system. We experiment the
use of three different types of word embeddings and propose
to combine them with an auto-encoder in order to take advan-
tage of their complementary. Secondly, we propose several
confidence classifiers that attribute a label (error or correct)
for each word of an ASR hypothesis. They are built on neural
network architectures, including simple Multi Layer Percep-
tron (MLP) or MLP Multi Stream, and are compared with
approaches recently proposed in the literature. Particularly,
we are interested in the re-use of such classifiers for different
ASR systems, without re-training these classifiers. This can
be useful when ASR outputs of a new system are provided
without data enough to re-train an error detection system for
this ASR.

The paper is organized along the following lines: sec-
tion 2 presents the related work on error detection task. Sec-
tion 3 discusses the used features, and particularly proposes
to combine different types of word embeddings. Section 4 de-
scribes the different neural network architectures proposed in
this paper. The experimental setup is described in section 5.

2. RELATED WORK

For two decades, many studies have focused on the ASR error
detection task. Recently, several approaches are based on the
use of Conditional Random Field (CRF). In [1], authors have
focused on detecting error regions generated by Out Of Vo-
cabulary (OOV) words. They proposed an approach based on
Conditional CRF tagger, which takes into account contextual
information from neighboring regions instead of considering
only the local region of OOV words. A similar approach for
other ASR errors was presented in [2], which proposes an er-
ror detection system based on CRF tagger using various ASR,
lexical and syntactic features.

Authors in [3] investigate the application of CRF models
as a technique for combining features from different stages
of a recognition pipeline. This approach which is founded on
using lattice based features of hypotheses, makes it possible to
annotate hypotheses with lower word error rate than the 1-best
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hypothesis of the lattice from which features are extracted.
Recently, a neural network, trained to locate errors in an

utterance using a variety of features, was also presented in
[4]. This approach needs a complementarity ASR system to
extract some features, for effective error detection.

In this paper, we propose to use the CRF approach as a
baseline state-of-the-art system, in order to evaluate the per-
formances of our propositions based on neural network ar-
chitectures and the use of an effective combination of word
embeddings built on a huge text corpus.

3. SET OF FEATURES
An error detection system has to attribute the labels correct (c)
or error (e) to each word. This attribution is made by analyz-
ing each recognized word within its context. A set of relevant
features must be selected to capture the good information to
get a precise classification.
3.1. ASR, lexical and syntactic features
In this study, we nearly use the same features as the one pre-
sented in [2], which are detailed as follows:
• ASR features: posterior probabilities generated from the

ASR system at the word-level.
• Lexical features: length of the current word (number of

letters), and three binary features indicating if the three 3-
grams containing the current word have been seen in the
training corpus of the ASR language model.

• Syntactic features: POS tag, dependency label (is a gram-
matical relation holds between a governor (head) and a de-
pendent) and word governor, which are extracted from the
transcriptions by using the MACAON NLP Tool chain1.

• Word: orthographic representation in CRF approaches, as
used in [2]. With our neural approach, we will use con-
tinuous word representations, which permit us to take ad-
vantage of some generalizations extracted during the con-
struction of these word embeddings.

3.2. Word embeddings
Word embeddings are vector representations of words that
have been successfully used in several natural language pro-
cessing tasks [5]. Different approaches have been introduced
to calculate word embeddings through neural networks. In
this paper, we test three kinds of word embeddings coming
from different available implementations. Our goal was to
build complementary word embeddings for the ASR task de-
tection. For this task, we need to capture syntactic informa-
tion in order to use them to analyze sequences of recognized
words, but we also need to capture semantic information to
measure the relevance of co-occurrences of word in the same
ASR hypothesis. We uses the following word embeddings:
• Collobert and Wetson word embeddings revisited by

Turian in [6]: they are based on the existence of n-grams,
1http://macaon.lif.univ-mrs.fr

or not, in the training data. In our experiments, we used
5-grams for these word embeddings. Based on our expe-
rience, we have got the intuition that these embeddings
capture specifically morpho-syntactic similarities. For
instance, by visualizing French word vectors in 2D repre-
sentation, we can notice that words with the same nature
(nouns, adjectives, ...), the same gender (male vs. female),
and the same number (singular vs. plural) are projected
in the same cluster. Probably because the word position
in the n-gram is taken into consideration. These word
embeddings are called tur further in the paper.

• word2vec [7]: we used the model based on the analysis of
continuous bag-of-words (CBOW). Like for the tur word
embeddings, a window size of 5 was chosen. We expect to
reach good performances in syntactic modeling by using
the CBOW approach as shown in [7], with a more flexible
approach than in tur. These word embeddings are called
w2v.

• GloVe [8]: it is based on the analysis of co-occurrences
of words in a window. We chose a window size of 15,
in order to capture more semantic information than in the
tur and w2v embeddings. We call these word embeddings
glove.
For this study, 100-dimensional word embeddings were

computed from a large textual corpus, composed of about 2
billions of words. This corpus was built from articles of the
French newspaper ”Le Monde”, from the French Gigaword
corpus, from articles provided by Google News, and from
manual transcriptions of about 400 hours of French broadcast
news.

In order to take advantage of their complementarity, we
propose to combine these three word embeddings. We inves-
tigate the use of a denoising auto-encoder [9], denoted GTW-
D. This auto-encoder is composed of one hidden layer with
100 (GTW-D100) or 200 (GTW-D200) hidden units. It takes
as input a corrupted concatenation of the three different em-
bedding vectors and outputs a vector of 300 nodes, and it is
trained in order to get in output the denoised concatenation
of these three vectors. For each word, the vector of numer-
ical values produced by the hidden layer will be used as the
combined GTW-D word embedding.

4. NEURAL ARCHITECTURES
We propose to investigate neural networks, well known as one
of the most popular classification techniques, which is very
effective in a lot of tasks for natural language processing [5].

4.1. Classical MLP
Our first neural system uses a classical MLP composed with
one (MLP-1) or two (MLP-2) hidden layers. The number of
hidden nodes varies between 100 and 500, according to the
error detection performance on the development set. It is fed
by the concatenation of the five feature vectors corresponding
to the current word, the left and right two words: a window
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of 5 words is analyzed. The output layer has two nodes cor-
responding to the labels c and e.

Neural networks accepting only digital data vectors, fea-
tures must be represented as numerical values. We identify
some non-numeric features (POS tags, dependency labels and
word governors), we need to convert them to a digital repre-
sentation. We propose to use a one-hot representation to re-
place the POS tags and the dependency labels. For instance,
as we use 25 POS tags, we represent the ith POS tag by a 25-
dimensional vector, with all its elements equal to 0, except for
the ith one, which is equal to 1.

The word governors and the current words are represented
by their word embeddings. Figure 1 presents an example of a
252-dimensional feature vector for one word. An input is the
concatenation of 5 word feature vectors.

current word
Embed vec
100 dim

3 3-grams 
features

word 
length PAP

Pos tag
vec 25 
dim

dependency 
labels 

vec 22 dim

word governor
Embed vec
100 dim

Fig. 1. Neural network input features vector format.

4.2. MLP multi stream

We propose to extend the simple MLP classifier by using
multi stream strategy for training the network and injecting
the current word feature vector in the last hidden layer.

An MLP multi stream (MLP-MS) architecture is used
in order to better integrate the contextual information from
neighboring words. This architecture is inspired by [10]
where they integrate word and semantic features for theme
identification in telephone conversations. The training of the
MLP-MS is based on pre-training the hidden layers sepa-
rately and then fine tuning the whole network. The proposed
architecture, very close to the one depicted in Figure 2, is
detailed as follows: three feature vectors are used as input
to the network. These vectors are respectively the feature
vector representing the two left words (L), a feature vector
representing the current word (W) and a feature vector for the
two right words (R). Each feature vector is used separately
in order to train a multilayer perceptron (MLP) with a single
hidden layer. The resulting vectors H1�L, H1�W and H1�R

are computed with the following equations:

H1�L = f(P1�L ⇥ L+ b1�L) (1)

H1�W = f(P1�W ⇥W + b1�W ) (2)

H1�R = f(P1�R ⇥R+ b1�R) (3)

Where P1�i is the weight matrix and b1�i is the bias vector.
The first MLP-MS hidden layer H1 corresponds to the con-
catenation of these three vectors.

The second hidden layer vector H2 and the output vector
O are obtained according to the respective equations :

H2 = g(P2 ⇥H1 + b2) (4)

O = q(P ⇥H2 + b) (5)

where f and g are respectively relu and tanh activation func-
tions, and q is the softmax function.

Furthermore, in order to reinforce the weight of the cur-
rent word features in the decision process, we propose a vari-
ant of the MLP-MS architecture, in which the output layer
takes as input the concatenation of the second hidden layer
vector H2 and the current word feature vector as follows :

Oinject = q(P ⇥ (H2W ) + b) (6)

We denote this system MLP-MS-i depicted in figure 2

L-Vector R-VectorW-Vector

H1-L H1-W H1-R

H2 

output

W

H1

Fig. 2. MLP-MS-i architecture for ASR error detection task.

5. EXPERIMENTS

Results presented as follows were obtained by exploiting
three different approaches: a naive one, the CRF one and
our propositions. The performance of these approaches is
evaluated by using recall (R), precision (P) and F-measure
(F) for the erroneous word prediction, and by using global
Classification Error Rate (CER) defined as the ratio of the
number of misclassifications over the number of recognized
words.

5.1. Experimental data
Experimental data are based on the entire official ETAPE cor-
pus [11], composed by audio recordings of French Broadcast
News shows with manual transcriptions. This corpus was en-
riched by automatic transcriptions generated by two different
ASR systems:
1. The first LIUM ASR system is a multi-pass system based

on the CMU Sphinx decoder, using GMM/HMM acous-
tic models. This ASR system won the ETAPE evaluation
campaign in 2012. A detailed description is presented
in [12]. This system will be called ASR1.

2. The second LIUM ASR system is also a multi-pass sys-
tem and first steps are mainly based on the Kaldi decoder,
while last passes (word-lattice rescoring and consensus on
network confusion) are similar as the ones used by the
first LIUM ASR system. Acoustic models are based on a
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DNN/HMM approach. This second ASR system won re-
cently the ASR task of the REPERE evaluation campaign
in 2014, about French broadcast news transcription [13].
It is described in [14], and will be called ASR2.

For our experiments, acoustic and language models used
on ASR1 and ASR2 have been trained on the same data. Vo-
cabularies are not the same but are close, while linear interpo-
lation coefficients used to build the final composite language
models from simple language models are different: they were
optimized on different development corpora. Stronger differ-
ences between the two ASR systems come from the nature of
acoustic models (GMM vs. DNN), the search algorithm, the
use of full triphones in Kaldi while CMU Sphinx uses inter-
word approximations, and from the use of a bigram language
model in the first steps of the ASR2 while ASR1 uses a tri-
gram language model.

The automatic transcriptions have been aligned with ref-
erence transcriptions using the sclite2 tool. From this align-
ment, each word in the corpora has been labeled as correct or
incorrect (error). Size, WER and the average error segment
size (average span) of the corpora are described in table 1.

System Name #words #words WER
REF HYP

ASR1
Train 349K 316K 25.9
Dev1 54K 50K 25.2
Test1 58K 53K 22.5

ASR2 Dev2 54K 50K 23.1
Test2 58K 53K 20.4

Table 1. Composition of the experimental corpus.

5.2. Comparison of different word embeddings

To evaluate the impact of the different types of word embed-
dings on the ASR error detection task, we test them with the
MLP-2 system. In table 2, we observe that our proposition
to combine word embeddings is helpful and yields signifi-
cant improvement, especially when using the denoising auto-
encoder with 200 hidden units.

Label error Global
NN Embed P R F CER

MLP-2

glove 68.7 53.1 59.9 10.56
w2v 69.2 54.7 61.1 10.36
tur 70.3 53.0 60.4 10.32
GTW-D100 69.9 55.3 61.8 10.18
GTW-D200 70.0 56.4 62.5 10.07

Table 2. Comparison on Dev1 of different types of word em-
beddings used as features in MLP-2 error detection system.

2http://www.icsi.berkeley.edu/Speech/docs/sctk-1.2/sclite.htm

The GTW-D200 word embeddings are used for the re-
maining experiments.

5.3. Comparison of different neural architectures

A set of experiments was performed using the different neu-
ral network architectures, compared with the two following
systems:
• Naive: the naive approach consists in applying a threshold

on the word posterior probabilities to predict whether the
word is correct or incorrect. The threshold that gives a
lower CER on the Dev1 is applied to compute the CER
on Test1 and Test2. The best threshold found is 0.79.

• CRF: this is a state-of-the-art system based on the CRF
tagger provided by Wapiti3 applied on the set of features
presented in section 3.
All the systems were trained on the train corpus from

ASR1 outputs, and were applied on the ASR1 outputs on the
development and test corpora, then on the ASR2 outputs on
the same corpora without re-training, nor adaptation. Results
reached by all the systems are summarized in table 3 when
applied on the ASR1 outputs and table 4 on the ASR2 hy-
potheses.

Label error Global
corpus approach P R F CER

Dev1

Naive 66.9 48.8 56.4 11.21
CRF 70.8 50.6 59.0 10.44
MLP-1 71.0 53.3 60.9 10.17
MLP-2 70.0 56.4 62.5 10.07
MLP-MS 70.7 55.9 62.5 9.99
MLP-MS-i 68.8 58.0 63.0 10.15

Test1

Naive 65.3 47.1 54.7 9.42
CRF 69.2 49.3 57.6 8.78
MLP-1 69.3 53.3 60.3 8.50
MLP-2 67.8 56.3 61.5 8.52
MLP-MS 68.8 55.5 61.4 8.43
MLP-MS-i 67.5 57.4 62.1 8.49

Table 3. Error detection results on ASR1 transcriptions.

As expected, the state-of-the-art CRF approach obtains
better results than the naive approach. These results are im-
proved with the use of neural architectures. Considering the
MLP-2 system, a CER reduction of 3% is observed on Test1
and Test 2 in comparison with the CRF approach. MLP-MS
improves these performances, with a reduction of 4% in com-
parison with the CRF baseline system on the Test1 corpus,
and 3.5% on Test2.

The injection of the current word feature vector in the out-
put layer (MLP-MS-i) is helpful on Dev2 and Test2, which
yields respectively 5.8% and 5.1% of CER reduction in com-
parison to the CRF approach: this approach is the most robust

3http://wapiti.limsi.fr
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Label error Global
corpus approach P R F CER

Dev2

Naive 68.6 31.0 42.7 10.95
CRF 63.6 40.5 49.5 10.88
MLP-1 70.3 35.9 47.6 10.43
MLP-2 68.0 38.4 49.1 10.49
MLP-MS 69.8 36.5 47.9 10.44
MLP-MS-i 68.3 41.3 51.5 10.25

Test2

Naive 69.3 32.2 43.9 8.70
CRF 64.3 42.6 51.3 8.59
MLP-1 69.4 37.0 48.3 8.41
MLP-2 68.2 40.0 50.4 8.34
MLP-MS 70.0 38.2 49.4 8.29
MLP-MS-i 68.5 42.9 52.7 8.15

Table 4. Error detection results on ASR2 transcriptions.

to the ASR system. More, in terms of F-measure applied on
the misrecognized words, the MLP-MS-i approach reaches
always the best results, whatever the ASR system.

6. CONCLUSION
In order to improve error detection in ASR outputs, we have
proposed a new approach based on neural network architec-
tures that combine a set of features (ASR-based, lexical and
syntactic) and word embeddings to represent a word and its
context. We have also proposed an effective approach to com-
bine different word embeddings by using a denoising auto-
encoder. Experiments performed on the automatic transcrip-
tions of ETAPE corpus generated from two different ASR
systems led to significant improvements, in comparison with
a state-of-the art CRF approach. The MLP-MS-i approach
is the most robust to the ASR system, reaching the best re-
sults in terms of CER when applied on the outputs of an ASR
system different to the one used to train the error detection
system. Last, in terms of F-measure applied on the misrec-
ognized words, the MLP-MS-i approach reaches always the
best results, whatever the ASR system.
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